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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 
 

As a music teacher, I aim to be the best representation of what my students hope to become. By 
way of my teaching strategies, I hope to mold my students into independent musicians. With continuous 
study, the ultimate student goal is to cultivate independent critical thinking. 

 
Most college students pursue a degree in music because they have a passion and a care for 

creativity, especially through performance and education. Thorough preparation and disciplined practice 
is imperative to my students. Together, we can work towards successful and rewarding performances 
without sacrificing creativity. My students will harness a stronger motivation when they are quickly and 
competently achieving positive results.  
 

When I teach a student, they learn to approach musical tasks and assignments with a 
multi-faceted perspective. Rather than settling on the first and easiest response (or method, interpretation, 
process, etc.), I will question and advise the student to confidently defend their choices with logical and 
appropriate criteria. With direct and indirect instruction, the student must raise their personal 
accountability. This will serve them far beyond their degree track as musicians. 
 

Music is a form of expression, but without the means to express oneself clearly, the message is 
easily lost or misinterpreted. It is important for my students to be able to effectively communicate with 
their instrument. Without proper instrument technique, the musical message suffers and swiftly leads to 
frustration. As an applied instructor, I must establish proper technical procedures for my students to 
follow. This is accomplished through demonstration, and it is supported by assigning technical etudes and 
studies. 
 

My teaching relies heavily on transformational learning. To master a skill, a student must utilize 
all available resources in their learning process. In a lesson, the instrument is the most useful tool, but we 
must remain informed. By implementing knowledge from recordings, historical context, teacher 
demonstrations, and method/text books, my students are able to appropriately form their own musical 
opinion. Learning from all available resources accumulated knowledge and builds perspective. 
 

Professional growth as a teacher relies directly on my ability to expediently adapt my teaching 
strategies to the individual student. Because each student learns in their own distinct way, I must find the 
proper approach to service their route to success as soon as possible. By formulating a path to success by 
getting to know the student as an individual, they will be able to find the most personal growth. 


